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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For blockchain technology and digital currencies to achieve mainstream adoption,
consumers require a scalable, high-performing messaging and payment platform that
afﬁrms and preserves a user’s right to digital sovereignty, without compromising user
experience—blockchain performance and convenience. The Elixxir blockchain has been
designed to address performance issues hindering the adoption of current decentralized
systems, while maintaining the privacy consumers require.
Elixxir provides users with:
• Speed: Payment completion and message transmission are completed in a matter
of seconds.
• Transactional privacy: Only senders and receivers can review and prove payment
history. Transaction data is not stored on the blockchain.
• Communication privacy: The identity of communicating parties and their devices
remains private.
The architecture of the Elixxir platform provides users with performance that scales
linearly as computers join the network. Network nodes are incentivized to maximize
throughput while ensuring security, and payments use a faster hash-based ownership
mechanism instead of digital signatures.
The Elixxir consensus requires nodes work in teams that are sequentially assigned the
task of generating blocks as opposed to requiring all nodes to compete individually.
Within teams, all nodes are required to independently create cryptographically veriﬁable proofs that are published alongside the new block, proving that transactions
were received and processed properly. Elixxir users are able to validate the integrity of
transaction processing using these proofs. Additionally, the existence of just one honest
node within the team is sufﬁcient to preserve the anonymity of users.
Elixxir’s privacy features are unique and novel capabilities in decentralized technology.
Both users and distributed applications enjoy the beneﬁts of a sophisticated anonymization protocol that enables private messaging and transactions. The platform does not
store transactions on the blockchain, only tokens, further protecting user privacy.
The team behind the creation of Elixxir is comprised of pioneers of practical, anonymous
and veriﬁable cryptographic systems. Its members are among the ﬁrst to propose and
deploy digital currencies, mix networks, unpermissioned cryptography, anonymous user
discovery, veriﬁable voting systems, and many other advances in cryptography. They
have dedicated their collective decades of experience in this space to this breakthrough
platform.
Elixxir is capable of replacing current centralized systems at scale and with quick
response times. The Elixxir platform targets game-changing veriﬁability, privacy, and
digital sovereignty because, together, they are the digital future.
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A LETTER FROM OUR FOUNDER
”Large-scale automated transaction systems are imminent. As the initial choice for their architecture gathers economic and social momentum, it becomes increasingly difﬁcult to reverse. Whichever approach prevails, it will likely have a profound and enduring impact on economic freedom, democracy, and our informational rights.”
”Restrictions on economic freedom may be furthered under the current approach. Markets are often manipulable by parties with special access to information about other participants’ transactions. Information
service providers and other major interests, for example, could retain control over various information and
media distribution channels while synergistically consolidating their position with sophisticated marketing techniques that rely on gathering far-reaching information about consumers. Computerization has already allowed these and other organizations to grow to unprecedented size and inﬂuence; if computerization is continued along current lines, such domination might be further increased. But the computerization
of information gathering and dissemination need not lead to centralization: integrating the payment system presented here with communication systems can give individuals and small organizations equal and
unrestricted access to information distribution channels. Moreover, when information about the transactions of individuals and organizations is partitioned into separate, unlinkable relationships, the trend
toward large-scale gathering of such information, with its potential for manipulation and domination of
markets, can be reversed.”
”Attempts to computerize under the current approach threaten democracy as well. They are, as
mentioned, likely to engender widespread opposition; the resulting stalemate would yield security
mechanisms incapable of providing adequate prior restraint, thus requiring heavy surveillance, based
on record-linking, for security. This surveillance might signiﬁcantly chill individual participation and expression in group and public life. The inadequate security and the accumulation of personally identiﬁable
records, moreover, pose national vulnerabilities. Additionally, the same sophisticated data acquisition
and analysis techniques used in marketing are being applied to manipulating public opinion and elections
as well. The opportunity exists, however, not only to reverse all these trends, by providing acceptable
security without increased surveillance, but also to strengthen democracy. Voting, polling, and surveys,
for example, could be conveniently conducted via the new systems; respondents could show relevant
credentials pseudonymously, and centralized coordination would not be needed.”
”The new approach provides a practical basis for two new informational human rights that is unobtainable under the current approach. One is the right of individuals to parity with organizations in transaction
system use. This is established in practice by individuals’ parity in protecting themselves against abuses,
resolving disputes, conferring proxy, and offering services. The other is the right of individuals to disclose
only the minimum information necessary: in accessing information sources and distribution channels, in
transactions with organizations, and–more fundamentally–in all the interactions that comprise an individual’s informational life.”
”Advances in information technology have always been accompanied by major changes in society: the
transition from tribal to larger hierarchical forms, for example, was accompanied by written language, and
printing technology helped to foster the emergence of large-scale democracies. Coupling computers with
telecommunications creates what has been called the ultimate medium–it is certainly a big step up from
paper. One might then ask: To what forms of society could this new technology lead? The two approaches
appear to hold quite different answers.”

- David Chaum
1987 [1]
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1 INTRODUCTION
Elixxir is a decentralized blockchain platform that allows users to communicate and exchange value securely and conﬁdentially. Elixxir’s breakthrough design produces a decentralized network capable of potentially scaling to process transactions on a megatps scale, far exceeding the kilo-tps scale characteristic of conventional mainstream payment systems. The Elixxir design provides users with a blockchain platform that achieves
the kind of performance that consumers expect from current centralized systems:
1. Speed: Payment processing on the order of seconds, from start to irrevocable ﬁnality.
2. Scale: Tens of thousands of transactions per second.
3. True Privacy: Transactions that are not linked to users or to other transactions.
Communications are end-to-end encrypted, they can only be read by the intended
recipients.
Elixxir has been designed to realize the vision of a world in which digital sovereignty truly
exists, a world in which users can protect themselves and control their privacy by revealing only the absolute minimum amount of information necessary to conduct transactions. Elixxir has been built for the user. Users generate and control their own keys.
Users control access to all of their conﬁdential interactions. Users have exclusive access
to all their digital property. Users control linkage of any personal credentials to their
data. Users are in control of their digital future.
Mainstream adoption of blockchain technology requires a platform capable of scaling
to process the necessary high transaction volumes while protecting user’s digital
sovereignty. To that end, the Elixxir team—led by Dr. David Chaum—has leveraged
their experience as innovators in blockchain technology, consensus mechanisms, unpermissioned cryptography, cryptocurrencies, and online voting to address this challenge
through the creation of Elixxir.
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2 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
In order to protect a user’s digital sovereignty, the
Elixxir protocol utilizes accelerated mix networks to
ensure conﬁdentiality. A mix network [2] is a routing
protocol that uses cryptography to dissociate the origin, contents and destination of a message. A message
in this context could simply be a text message, or a payment transaction on a blockchain. The Elixxir protocol
uses mix networks in combination with a distributed
Figure 1: A single team (in teal),
ledger to create a conﬁdential blockchain.
randomly selected from a group
Unlike other blockchain protocols, in the Elixxir pro- of nodes
tocol, groups of nodes are deterministically organized
into teams. Elixxir teams are temporary, and exist only
for the duration of the block they are responsible for generating. The team uses a consensus protocol, explained in Section 3, to validate and authenticate operations that
anonymize each encrypted message, independently agree to process all messages before decryption, and then independently decrypt 1 and process each message. Following
block generation, the team disbands and member nodes become available to be placed
on a new random team. As shown in Figure 2, the team allows messages to be sent both
directions with anonymity.
All operations conducted by Elixxir
teams are accelerated through
the use of precomputation [3].
These precomputations produce
a template that dictates how
the nodes within a team must
process information during block
generation.
Consequently, the
template is completely deﬁned
before any message information
arrives for block generation. The
Figure 2: Each team creates an anonymous, veriﬁ- use of precomputation ensures
able, bi-directional transaction channel to process conﬁdentiality while dramatically
increasing the speed at which
each block in the blockchain.
information can be processed to
generate a block.
Nodes must be elected to participate in processing the messages and transactions on the
Elixxir network. In order to be eligible for election, a node is required to stake tokens on
the network. Once elected, a node is eligible to be placed into an Elixxir team.
1

Messages are still end-to-end encrypted over the network.
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Conventional Blockchains
Arrival
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Block
Produced

Real-time
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Elixxir Blockchain
Arrival
of Data
Precomputation

Time Saved
Real
Time

Conﬁdential
Block Produced

Latency
time (s)

Figure 3: Time-consuming, computationally-intensive team precomputation is performed before transactions are sent or received. This allows very fast real-time computation of transactions to generate each block in the blockchain. The use of precomputation decouples security from latency as seen in conventional blockchains, delivering a
greater level of security without the latency penalty.

There are two phases involved in block production by an Elixxir team as depicted in
Figure 3. First, the team performs a computationally-intensive precomputation as discussed above, producing a unique template deﬁning how the information or messages of
the block will be processed. When messages arrive, the nodes of the team work together
to process the messages in real time according to this unique template, a process that
takes less than 1/20th of the precomputation time.
Unlike sharding proposals or the lightning network [4], Elixxir teams cannot inﬂuence the
consensus mechanism’s integrity as all aspects of block production are independently
predetermined in a strict, veriﬁable, and immutable manner. Additionally, all nodes in a
team independently provide proofs that validate the block prior to ﬁnal block conﬁrmation.
To ensure proper system functionality, nodes collectively and independently generate
cryptographic proofs as commits of batch integrity prior to decryption. In the event
that commits do not match, all proofs produced by the nodes can be inspected to
identify node failure or malfeasance. Once a malicious or malfunctioning node has been
identiﬁed, honest nodes refuse further contact and broadcast proof of malfeasance or
malfunction to the rest of the network. If a node is veriﬁed to be malicious, it loses its
stake of tokens, which are burned, and the node is ejected from the network. These,
and additional security mechanisms, allow users to prove incorrect handling of their
transaction, while rendering them unable to accuse the nodes or the team falsely.
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2.1 SCALING STRATEGY
At any given time, tens to hundreds of teams will exist within the network in varying
stages of precomputation. However, at any given time, only one team will be producing a
block. These precomputations overlap in a cascade, as shown in Figure 4. Consequently,
the throughput of the network increases with the addition of more nodes to the network
forming more teams. This allows the platform to linearly scale its capacity with the
addition of more nodes.

R

P

R

P

R

P
P

R

Figure 4: Teams are organized into a cascade pipeline to maximize the number of transactions that can be processed by our platform.

Increasing the number of teams results in increased network resilience as more teams
must be brought down to impair or completely disrupt the network. As longer precomputation times become feasible, the number of messages processed by each team can
also be increased.

2.2 BLOCK PROPAGATION
Once generated, block data is broadcast to each node in the next team. Once the next
active team has received the block data, data is then broadcast to the rest of the nodes in
the network. This sequence prioritizes communication to the next team responsible for
block generation, ensuring efﬁcient block propagation.
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3 CONSENSUS PROTOCOL
The Elixxir consensus protocol is designed to facilitate a blockchain messaging and payment solution that is anonymous and capable of scaling. The Elixxir consensus protocol
enables the creation of a resilient, trustless platform that is capable of meeting the diverse array of applications envisioned for the blockchain.
Each node in the team performs the following operations in the Elixxir consensus protocol:
1. Before any transactions are known, the team deﬁnes a template comprising commits to message slots for transactions. The template determines, but does not reveal, the order in which each transaction will be processed within the block, and
how the transactions will be opened by nodes in the team.
2. Independently, the nodes within the team agree and commit to the transactions
without knowing the content of the transactions, and broadcast that commitment
to all other team nodes.
3. As a team, the nodes open all transactions together in the predetermined order,
revealing their contents. When the team agrees that all transactions are valid, and
commits have been made to processing the transactions properly, nodes again
broadcast these commits to all other nodes.
4. The team then executes all transactions. Each node independently generates and
broadcasts a block that must be identical to the block produced by all other nodes
in the team.
The Elixxir consensus has the advantage over other consensus mechanisms in that each
node participating in the team provides a short proof that it processed the transactions
properly, and publishes that proof as part of the block. Additionally, each team commits
to each stage of the block’s production before the contents of the block are known. As
a result, the output block is a product of the validated input. Any disagreement results
in an incorrect proof being attributed to the misbehaving node, which disables that node
identity in the network.

3.1 CONSENSUS PROPERTIES
Unlike other platforms, consensus in Elixxir is not vulnerable to a 51% attack, as illustrated in Figure 5. Any single honest node protects team consensus. An entirely dishonest team can only produce proofs for the transactions submitted by the set of users
in that round. As such, nodes cannot create fake transactions to their own beneﬁt, nor
valid proofs for forged transactions. A completely dishonest team—an unlikely event—is
limited to only being able to change the order of transactions, de-anonymizing the transactions, or failing to provide a proof, i.e., faking a failure.
Consensus algorithms in the blockchain space have been primarily hampered by bandwidth limitations; blocks must be propagated to a majority of the system before ﬁnality
is realized. Even a small block requires exponentially more bandwidth than its ﬁle-size
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FaB Paxos

Graph

Proof-of-Work

Elixxir

Figure 5: The number of honest (green) nodes, hashrate units, or stakes required to
achieve consensus in a 9-unit conﬁguration. Unlike graph and traditional proof-of-work
(and -stake) solutions, Elixxir consensus requires only a single honest node to perform
user-veriﬁable operations.
to transfer across a network. In the Elixxir consensus protocol, nodes reach ﬁnality by
evaluating short proofs that are propagated optimally through the network. As a result,
the Elixxir consensus mechanism facilitates seconds-long ﬁnality times.

3.2 TEAM RESILIENCE
The Elixxir protocol has a built in timeout period. A team’s failure to complete a block
by the timeout period requires clients to resubmit their transactions to another team
for processing. For this delay, the failing team does not receive any token revenue for
computational work. Team nodes may face further repercussions, such as failing to be reelected to the network, as failure metrics are publicly available. The potential penalties
incentivize nodes to provide resilient network connectivity to ensure that teams they
participate in complete block generation. Attackers are dissuaded as well because the
teams are constantly moving, unpredictable targets, forcing asymmetric attack patterns
to affect network stability.
As network team size increases, the probability of a node impacting completion of a block
increases, so the primary engineering trade-off for resilient block generation is the size of
the teams. Also, as team sizes grow, the real-time processing times increase and throughput decreases. Team sizes should range from 5 to 30 nodes to produce a system that
exhibits seconds-long block generation. Such team sizes compare favorably with the entirety of the controlling interest2 in other networks.

3.3 NETWORK RESILIENCE
The Elixxir platform has been designed to incentivize nodes to follow the rules of the
protocol. Failure to do so results in penalties for all nodes in teams containing malicious
2

For example, 21 nodes control the EOS network, and 5 mining pools control Bitcoin. (https://www.
ccn.com/bitmains-mining-pools-now-control-nearly-51-percent-of-the-bitcoin-hashrate/)
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or unproductive nodes. Nodes are incentivized to allow the protocol to operate without interference. The protocol also offers signiﬁcant ﬂexibility when dealing with network failures. The set of valid nodes is known, as they must have been elected to join the
network. Since the teams are arranged in a cascade, the failure of any one team can be
readily mitigated by the next team in the cascade.
Successfully interrupting block generation would require all scheduled teams to be
disabled. The most common failures—individual node failures, geographical outages,
an entire country being taken ofﬂine, etc.—are handled without affecting platform
operation. When a targeted, extended, large-scale network attack does successfully
disable all scheduled teams, the platform is capable of supporting the same recovery
mechanisms found in other systems, like “longest chain/most computation wins”.

3.4 PARTICIPATORY EQUALITY
The egalitarian properties achieved by Elixxir compare exceptionally favorably to other
consensus mechanisms. Speciﬁcally, the greater computational capability or larger stake
of a node does not advantage that node over others in this platform.
The successful completion of a block is a cryptographically secured group computation
analogous to a proof of useful work. One can think of processing the transactions as a
mining operation where the work is not wasted, but directly corresponds to providing
the properties of the platform. Hence, any unforeseen algorithmic advances, new ASIC
designs, or other developments do not advantage one team or node over another. Additionally, each node is treated equally and each one automatically audits the ﬁdelity of all
other nodes.

3.5 SYBIL ATTACK RESISTANCE
Within the Elixxir protocol, sybil attack [5] resistance is created through the use of veriﬁable real-time inter-node performance testing, staking, and elections. Staking requires
nodes to place a governance-determined number of tokens in an “escrow” that will be
burned if they are expelled from the system for malfeasance.
Elections in Elixxir utilize methodologies such as random sample voting [6] and decoy balloting for honest and trustworthy elections by which users of the system can elect which
nodes are veriﬁed to join teams, and which can be excluded. All elections in the Elixxir
platform will use cryptographically secured, voter-veriﬁable, end-to-end election protocols. The Elixxir team has pioneered these protocols, being the ﬁrst to propose such
systems [7], the ﬁrst to deploy them in a binding governmental election [8], and the ﬁrst
to use a blockchain for publishing election data in an election [9].
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4 PAYMENTS

Sure, Alice!
here’s a
new one.

Hey bob, can I have
a lockbox so I can
pay you back?

Please take the Coin out of the lockbox
with this box number and combination, anD
put it into this new box.

!

ONly I know
the combination
because
I made the box.

Hmm... this box number and combination
does let me open a
lockbox in the tree.

we’ll work
work together
we’ll
and finish
finish in no time!
time !
and
so we transfer
the coin to the
new lockbox...

...and put the
new lockbox in
the tree.

Gee, thanks
for paying
me bacK!
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Token handling in the Elixxir platform has some unique attributes. Token handling in
most conventional blockchain systems today is wallet-based. In the Elixxir protocol, token handling is token based, meaning the token remains static, while a secret is required
to prove ownership. These secrets are kept off-chain and change when ownership of a
token is assigned to a new owner.
Elixxir secures individual tokens rather than securing an entire wallet as a whole. Each
token owned by a user is secured through knowledge of an individual secret, which
means that even if an attacker successfully performs a brute-force attack, only one
single token from the user can be compromised.
Elixxir blocks do not contain any information about transactions, i.e. sender, receiver,
and amount. Instead, a block from the Elixxir blockchain contains assignments of tokens
to addresses belonging to the payee, and previous addresses belonging to the payer.
Moreover, there is no information linking payer and payee in the blockchain, which
translates into on-chain unlinkability.

4.1 BLOCK STRUCTURE
Elixxir takes a new approach to the information contained in blocks. Each block contains
nothing more than unordered lists of the past and new addresses to which tokens were
assigned by the transactions of that block.
By analyzing the entire blockchain, an observer is unable to link the transacting parties
or the features of the transaction to one another (i.e., how many were sent). As a result,
one can only infer that in a speciﬁc block a set of tokens have been unlinkably assigned
to new addresses from old addresses.
To contextualize such block information, we show a snippet of what is present in the
Elixxir block explorer tool in Figure 6.
Blocks
…
…

ID:2
Hash:34K13CgTrs6kp9mQB…
PreviousHash:kgAVyhAhI…

Created
Denom.

ID:3
Hash:TPXF5Ig9M1lWePuPj…
PreviousHash:34K13CgTr…

ID:4
Hash:H9XyroIFhydR3BH8Q…
PreviousHash:TPXF5Ig9M…

ID:5
Hash:bQ7uQ18W/4kAvG7Z3…
PreviousHash:H9XyroIFh…

Destroyed

Search units…
Image

ID:6
Hash:q2TrsEQUEZVobWLCo…
PreviousHash:bQ7uQ18W/…

Reset

Denom.

Image

Reset

7

C7c5qN4IVESN6Dtps6nwbclGUGqTlDyyzeoV6EbMDdUBwC

0

hKz+bcCgb0znSDZJOkVvxhQ7ykh3j5Zx9KpD+Kx5TJZvAA

5

yRMn5J5wTnTFONcZkds2Edn9nSX1MdpIW9ZGhuMZFv2jBQ

3

O5Y1RnpsNG/cSFoSOmOpuNe9Xk6UN1JMtRrypo2jv6vDAw

1

yVe9ukdoB1+ika72f7cyX6V8bPF0uDwj2+dVrzAxcR6AAQ

3

GMh9HmEB9TwnqbJ4+h/CEhV66OOhaTY9QMUyl3oOQ5TOAw

13

yS8ODnPkM7D+/Kwz9WK7kYEDzOPZdQkkdxZhZI92UQhGDQ

8

O4ON5Y1UOxAEA5cf49E04vKM+resI856e3zRAVsKEJQ9CA

8

yRczLLpwRCbwVeTzCUqTCp0F9TQkK8m9H+XtEk1lE7K5CA

12

hCEi5Ru+4tGfkhO3Vet/XEFcPKhx4U5n+2+6NMdWNZeUDA

Figure 6: Block #3 from the Elixxir Block Explorer
Within both the block and the nodes, data is stored as a binary radix tree combined with a
Merkle tree [10]. This structure allows for fast searching and rehashing of the root within
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the nodes, and for proofs to be generated that verify the existence of a token within a
block. This is achieved simply by revealing the hashes of the block root, the token, and
all non-leaf data blocks in between. As a result, shorthand proofs can be generated and
used for validation in lieu of requiring all of the data of a relevant block referencing the
transaction of interest.

4.2 PAYMENT PRELIMINARIES
Normally, in the blockchain space, users submit a transaction—signed with their corresponding private key—to the system. The nodes in the system then check the validity of
the transaction by employing the user’s corresponding public key. If the key is valid and
the user has funds to perform the payment, then the transaction is written to a block.
Elixxir introduces a new and faster concept: Hash-Based Ownership. Since hash functions
are considered infeasible to invert, users can use pre-images as proof of their ownership of speciﬁc images. By chaining this process of revealing these pre-images with our
Elixxir protocol, users are able to perform payment transactions anonymously and securely. Furthermore, this process ensures that no one is able to forge a fake transaction
in an attempt to steal someone’s tokens.

4.3 MAKING A PAYMENT
A simpliﬁed payment transaction in the system starts with an invoice. Bob sends Alice
an invoice containing the destination address (where she should send the money). This
address is an image (the output of a hash function) that Bob previously generated from a
random preimage (a secret that is the input to a hash function).
Alice, after receiving the destination image (address), submits a payment transaction to
the system. This transaction contains the preimage (secret) of a token she owns along
with the image (address) from Bob’s invoice.
The system checks whether the preimage (secret) Alice sent is valid and exists in the
ledger and then transfers the speciﬁed amount from Alice’s token to Bob’s destination
image (address). After processing the transaction successfully, the system returns a
proof receipt to Alice that she can share with Bob, which validates that the transaction
executed correctly.
This receipt provides proof that the transaction is properly recorded in the block by
providing the Merkle path within the block of those tokens. This alone is enough proof
that the transfer took place correctly and that, therefore, the tokens now belong to Bob.
However, both parties (Alice or Bob) can freely check the blockchain and verify that the
destination image (address) and the proper amount are present in the corresponding
block.
Elixxir’s unique architecture and payment processing mechanisms offer three advantages over traditional approaches:
1. User conﬁdentiality is protected by the limited information that is available on-
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chain.
2. Security is increased substantially by securing tokens instead of wallets. In the exceptionally rare event that a successful brute-force attack does occur, security of
at most one token may be affected.
3. Transaction processing is faster because hash-based ownership can be completed
in a fraction of the time required for a digital signature in traditional blockchain
platforms.
As others have said [11], when contrasting digital signatures characteristic of traditional
blockchain platforms to hash-based digital signatures used in the Elixxir platform, ”Every signature scheme uses a cryptographic hash function; hash-based signatures use nothing
else.” Lastly, unlike digital signatures, hashes are secure against quantum-computational
capabilities.
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5 MIXING MESSAGES AND TRANSACTIONS
I want to send this letter
to bob, but I don’t want
anyone else to know what it
says or that we’re talking.

each one of us makes a box . Together
these quickly and privately shuffle
messages on the way through .

The tubes guide
how the messages
are Secretly mixed.

Everyone, put your message in your
choice of tube!

learning how even two of us mix
still hides linking of overall
inputs to outputs.

We’ll crank this
batch through
quickly!

each of us
mixing them
secretly.

since i couldn’t corrupt all
three robots, i’ll never know
which person sent to bob!
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Each team in the Elixxir platform runs a single instance of a mixing network (mixnet)
based on the cMix protocol [12]. Mixnets anonymize batches of messages and transactions, while protecting the conﬁdentiality and integrity of each message. Besides
supporting secure communications between users, these features are leveraged, and
expanded to provide key functionality for the Elixxir consensus protocol.
The cMix protocol is a breakthrough itself: it exhibits drastically lower real-time
cryptographic latency than any other mixnet. By using a precomputation, the core
cMix protocol eliminates all expensive real-time public-key operations performed on
behalf of senders and recipients, and by nodes. This decreases real-time latency and
lowers computational costs to clients. The core real-time phase, the second phase in the
activity of a team, requires only a few quick computations, making it very well suited
to applications running on lightweight clients, including chat messaging systems on
smartphones, applications on low-power devices, and—most important—transaction
processing.
Message processing in cMix involves 3 operations: Reception, Permutation, and Delivery. During Reception, masking network encryption is added to each already end-toend encrypted message, while user-to-network encryption is removed from it, disassociating the senders identity from the message. In Permutation, the order of messages
within a batch is shufﬂed, removing an observer’s ability to correlate the order in which
messages were received with the senders’ identities. Finally, during Delivery, each node
independently removes all masking network encryption, and sends the end-to-end encrypted message to its labeled destination.
The cMix Protocol has three additional important features that make it unique:
• Return Path. The return path allows a receiver to send an immediate response
through the mixnet; this permits receipts of transactions to be returned to users
without the platform needing to know addressing information, thereby hiding the
identity of the sender. To accomplish this goal, nodes generate additional keying
material for the return path, and apply an inverse permutation so that responses
arrive at the original senders.
• Commitments. Commitments are a protocol that produces data, often produced
through hashing, that allows a third party to audit a computation performed by a
node at a later date [13]. All messages exchanged between nodes, the permutations they perform, and all keying materials in the mixnet’s precomputation inherently function as commitments of how messages will be processed in the future,
during the real-time phase of block generation. Nodes also produce a commit of the
batch of encrypted messages before any decryption takes place. Commits function as an efﬁcient mechanism for verifying that nodes perform their operations
correctly.
• Group Opening. During the delivery operation, before each node in a team decrypts the batch of messages they have received, they create a commit of the batch,
conﬁrm with one another that all commits are identical, and then proceed to de-
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crypt the batch independently. This guarantees that all nodes in the team work on
the same content before any sensitive information is received. This prevents any
single node from accessing sensitive information when other nodes are excluded
from having the same access. This ensures that all honest nodes in the team are
empowered to protect the integrity of the team and the properties they provide,
namely conﬁdentiality and anonymity.
With these features, Elixxir provides integrity and anonymity for users sending messages and transactions through the platform. In Elixxir, any honest node can, with
non-negligible probability, identify nodes that violate integrity, and prevent malicious
nodes improperly indicting an honest node. Lastly, any single honest node is able to
protect user anonymity.
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6 CONCLUSION
Elixxir is designed to enable true digital sovereignty for the ﬁrst time by giving users the
privacy and speed they expect. Elixxir team members have built on decades of innovation in cryptographic systems—much of it their own—to create a platform that uniquely
ensures the integrity and privacy of digital assets and communications. With Elixxir, noone can read your messages or steal your money. Period.
The Elixxir platform protects privacy through an anonymous mixnet protocol, and a
blockchain that stores tokens, not transactions. Likewise, it achieves ﬁnality quickly
by abandoning the use of traditional signature-based payment processing in favor of
hash-based authentications. This is achieved through the platform’s unique consensus
mechanism, whereby a group of system nodes works as a team, with integrity guarantees
provided via veriﬁable proofs. In Elixxir, future improvements in computational power
translate directly to block ﬁnality being realized more quickly, and the architecture
enables linear scaling of block processing as the network grows.
Elixxir design is unique in being able to, for the ﬁrst time, scale to provide users globally
with a high performing payment and messaging solution that afﬁrms and preserves their
right to digital sovereignty.
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